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For Laboratory & Industrial Applications

Excimer irradiation is strong light energy that is generated when 

lamps filled with noble gas or noble gas halide compound, are 

pressured by high-energy electrons.

TECH TALK - When high-energy electron pressure is applied from 

the outside onto a lamp filled with a noble gas or a noble gas halide 

compound, the lamp releases a discharge plasma (e.g. electric 

barrier discharge). This discharge plasma consists of high-energy 

electron and disappears instantly. The discharge plasma does, 

however, excite the gas atoms inside to instantaneously produce 

an excimer state (for Xenon excimers: Xe2). When the atoms return 

from their excited state to their original (ground) state, the excimer-

specific spectrum is emitted. This emission light is the VUV or UV-C 

light caused by excimer irradiation.

• High photon energy

• Optimized spectra – from single wavelength and narrow 
bandwidth radiation to continuous broad band spectra 
with the introduction of additional phosphors

• Low temperature process / “cold” radiation

• Instant turn on/off function

• Easy implementation

• Fast and efficient process introduction

• Mercury-free

• Environmentally friendly

The Key Benefits of Excimer Technology

• Eradicates unnecessary, protracted costs

• Drastic improvement in product quality

• Optimization of overall process efficiency

The Excimer Advantage for Industry Development



Ushio excimer technology offers a raft of benefits in a laboratory environment:

• No external power supply required

• Easy integration into existing systems

• 24V only, allowing simple control and minimal supervision

• Robust design suited to all practical applications

• Air-cooled, with limited N2-purging necessary

• Auxiliary USB control box extension available

By choosing an Ushio solution, you'll have access to:

• Delivered as a complete, compact system

• Water cooling available for the medium

• Customized wavelength control through phosphor-introduction

Name / Type Illumination
Window (mm) Number of Lamps Intensity

mW/cm2 (Mean)
Intensity

mW/cm2 (Max)

ExciJet 55-130 130 x 90 2 20 25

Your Ushio Selection:

Name / Type Illumination
Window (mm) Number of Lamps

ExciJet Reactor 130 Length 1 Different wavelengths and types of reactors on demand

Your Ushio Selection:

Compact Modules For Testing & Lab-Scale Applications
Because small things can make a big difference.

Gas & Liquid Irradiation
By irradiating gases and liquids, researchers can examine different spectral 
distributions.

EXCIMER SOLUTIONS FOR LABORATORY APPLICATIONS



Name / Type Illumination
Window (mm) Number of Lamps Intensity 

mW/cm2 (Mean)
Intensity

mW/cm2 (Max)

ExciJet 400-200 200 x 130 2 60 80

ExciJet 500-240 240 x 130 2 60 80

ExciJet 750-340 340 x 130 2 60 80

ExciJet 1500-640 640 x 130 2 60 80

ExciJet 2000-750 750 x 130 2 60 80

Your Ushio Selection:

Industrial applications for excimer continue to evolve at a 
rapid pace. Ushio recently developed a series combining 
high-power functionalities with the easiest of integrations, 
to offer the highest flexibility at the best value on the market.

Your Advantages:

• Purely air-cooled

• Very high intensities (80mW/cm2 continuous, 
to 200mW/cm2 pulsed)

• Robust & compact design

• Robotic or mobile installation options

• Moderate N2 consumption

• Dimmable

• Fully controllable via external signals or touch panel (optional)

Our Experience:
One size fits all when it comes to large modules. These devices are applicable for large size coating and printing applications, and are optimized 
for integration in large volume protection modules. A cost-efficient time-saver that is finally available for all. We find that sticking to your choices 
can be undesirable when the situation changes. So we made sure that buying one module does not confine you to a set wavelength. Through the 
introduction of phosphors, or by adjusting the noble gas inside the lamp, you can modify your required wavelength at a moment's notice.

EXCIMER SOLUTIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
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Tirelessly Extensive Research & Development 
We understand that even a minuscule modification can be of utmost 
importance to the optimization of any application. Develop, assess, 
evaluate, develop – customers can either send samples for testing at 
one of our specialized excimer laboratories across the globe (Japan, 
Germany, US), or join the Ushio team on site for side-by-side exploration. 
The technology is R&D driven, the co-operation customer-focused. That 
is how Ushio solutions continue to define the current ‘state-of-the-art’.

Broad Solutions Range
Ushio has a solution to your need, regardless of its size. Small or big, we 
provide a broad range of various lamp lengths and outputs from 55mm 
long with a 9W output, up to 2200mm long 8.3kW lamps. We also create 
complete radiation modules – a superior combination of excimer lamps 
and houses. And for those who want to go all-in, we design and create 
complete turnkey systems for entire processes (POC, in-room equipment, 
product, housing – the only limitation is your imagination).

Ushio also takes pride in making excimer modules as compact as 
possible, to facilitate integration for each application. Sizes are adjusted 
to client needs and modules are readily available in a modular “building 
block” format.

Proven Customer-Driven Success Rate 
The match between customer needs and the Ushio solution flexibility 
have established Ushio products as the preferred partner for applications, 
such as:

• Surface activation, modification, and cleaning

• Removal of contaminates from production processes

• Adhesion improvement

• Optical, adhesive-free bonding (photobonding)

• Photochemical or biological processes

• UV curing

• Matting

At Ushio, the whole is truly 
greater than the sum of its parts. 

“Surface treatment success relies on 
precision. For Jaguar we need a particular 
process. We turned to Ushio for testing, 
technology and guidance. In 6 months’ time 
we were finally up and running. It would 
have taken us much longer without their 
help. Just the right tech at just the right 
timing in half the time. Outstanding service. 
Just ask Panasonic.”

 – Mr. Christopher Peck Specialist Supervisor Lamination 
Department at Panasonic

5000+ Solutions  |  25+ Years of Proven Expertise  |  95% of Excimer Market Share

THE USHIO ADVANTAGE


